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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 - Abstract 

 Silver clusters stabilized by certain single stranded DNA oligomers (AgDNA) 

have been shown to fluoresce with a variety of spectral features.[1]  Current methods of 

identifying DNA strands that stabilize silver clusters involve an educated guessing 

approach based on strands that are known to produce AgDNA .  To gain a more 

fundamental understanding of the interaction between silver atoms and DNA in addition 

to developing a method to control the spectral features of AgDNA, we utilize machine 

learning techniques.  We investigate the use of WEKA for optimizing the performance of 

a support vector machine and apply it for classifying bright and dark templates as well 

as red and green templates. 

1.2  - Background and Motivation  

 Fluorescent silver nanoclusters stabilized by DNA (AgDNA) have emission 

wavelengths from the visible to near-IR spectrum.  Although many applications have 

been developed to make use of these fluorescent nanoclusters, there is still no 

fundamental understanding of how the DNA interacts with the silver atoms.  These 

nanoclusters contain few enough atoms that their band structures become 

discontinuous.  When the silver nanoclusters interact with light, absorption and emission 

occur as a result of electronic transitions between the discrete energy levels.  However, 

metal atoms have the tendency to irreversibly aggregate to the point where they 

become a bulk structure and their energy levels become continuous.  In order to 

suppress the silver atoms' tendency to aggregate, scaffolds are used to stabilize the 

silver nanoclusters. 



 

 Fluorescent silver nanoclusters have been shown to be stabilized by cytosine- 

and guanine-rich DNA strands.[1]  These DNA-stabilized silver clusters exhibit different 

spectral features - such as peak emission wavelengths and intensities - that depend on 

the scaffolding DNA strand's sequence.  A recent study by Copp et al. used a 

computational machine learning tool to predict the fluorescence intensity of AgDNA 

given the sequence of the DNA scaffold.[2]  A data set of bright and dark AgDNA was 

used to train a support vector machine (SVM), which created a classification scheme 

based on the training data set to predict whether an untrained DNA sequence would 

produce bright or dark AgDNA.  Their study predicted whether AgDNAs were bright or 

dark with 86% accuracy for 10-base strands with randomly selected sequences.        

 The goal of this project is to gain a more fundamental understanding of the 

properties of AgDNA by determining a classification scheme that uses the DNA scaffold 

sequence of AgDNA to predict its spectral features such as brightness and color.  This 

will allow us to design DNA scaffolds that stabilize silver clusters with desired spectral 

features for use in a wide range of DNA nanotechnology applications including 

biological imaging and biosensors. 

 

Chapter 2 - Materials 

2.1 - AgDNA Synthesis 

 The synthesis procedure is described in the study by Copp et al, and the same 

data was used in this study.  The data set contains emission wavelength and intensity 

information for 684 DNA strands.  10-base sequences were selected using a random 

number generator.  All 684 templates underwent identical synthesis conditions using a 



 

robot in a well plate format.  A fluorescence well plate reader, with universal excitation 

of all AgDNA at 280 nm, was used to determine the peak fluorescence intensity and 

wavelength corresponding to each of the 684 templates.    . 

2.2 - MERCI Motif Miner 

 MERCI is a program that identifies multibase motifs within set of sequence data 

classified in a binary manner: each sequence is either "positive" or "negative".  In both 

cases, MERCI first systematically generates motifs by adding bases to a previous motif, 

shown in Figure 1.  For each generated motif, MERCI counts the frequency that each 

motif occurs in the positive class and negative class.  Then MERCI either throws away 

or keeps motifs according to the inclusion  parameters "Fp" and "Fn".  The "Fp" 

parameter is the minimal frequency for a motif occurring in the positive class, and the 

"Fn" parameter is the maximal frequency for the same motif occurring in the negative 

class.  A motif is kept by MERCI if it satisfies the Fn and Fp parameters.      

 

 

Figure 1.  Spanning tree for generating motifs in MERCI. 

 

 Since the tree terminates on discarded (i.e., not kept) motifs, MERCI could miss 

motifs that do not form by sequential 1-base lengthening. For example, if  -CG is not 

kept, then CGAX,CGTX,CGCX,CGGX (where X is any base) and their longer 



 

descendants are not considered as possible motifs.  However, it is possible that 

generalized motifs can describe patterns among bright and dark strands.  To find these 

generalized motifs, MERCI utilizes the "number of gaps" and  "gap length" parameters.  

Gaps in motifs represent any of the four bases, or no base.  For example , the gap "_" in 

the motif "CC_C" allow us to capture all of the following motifs: CCAC, CCGC, CCTC, 

CCCC, and CCC.  These gaps allow more flexibility in capturing trends within the 

dataset.   

 The initial work by Copp et al. found evidence that multibase motifs, rather than 

the entire 10-base sequences used in the dataset, are key to the formation of 

fluorescent clusters.  This was established by comparing SVM accuracies for feature 

vectors comprised of the full sequences, and for feature vectors comprised of the 

counts of the multi-base discriminative motifs identified by MERCI.  The increase in 

accuracy indicates that the full templates are not what is controlling the formation of 

fluorescent products; rather, it appears that motifs with lengths 4 and 5 bases are key 

(Copp et al.) at least for clusters that emit at red wavelengths.  Motif lengths relevant to 

green and infrared emitters could not be determined due to their sparse presence in the 

data. 

2.3 - WEKA Library 

 The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is an open source 

collection of machine learning algorithms with built-in tools such as data pre-processing, 

classification, and attribute selection.[3]  WEKA includes a diverse set of classifiers, 

which are algorithms that identify which class of categories a new observation belongs 

to based on observations in a training data set.  We used the same 30% brightness 



 

threshold and 661 unique motifs as the study by Copp et al. and compared the cross-

validation accuracies of multiple classifiers using WEKA.  The brightness threshold was 

used to set a cutoff that defined "bright" and "dark" templates.  We found two classifiers 

that outperformed the others: the Naive Bayes classifier and the LIBSVM classifier with 

cross-validation accuracies of 82.8% and 81.6%, respectively.  Although the Naive 

Bayes classifier performed slightly better than the LIBSVM classifier, we chose to focus 

on the LIBSVM classifier in this study in order to compare the effects of optimizing 

parameters in the LIBSVM tool and attribute selection on the LIBSVM classifier's 

performance with the previous study by Copp et al. 

 For AgDNAs, we wish to identify the "bright" motifs that are important in 

templates which produce relatively bright solution fluorescence, and we also wish to 

identify "dark" motifs that are important in templates which produce non-fluorescent or 

very dimly fluorescent solutions.  We therefore run MERCI twice, first with the bright 

templates as the positive class, to identify bright motifs, and then with dark templates as 

the positive class, to separately identify dark motifs, 

 2.3.1 - LIBSVM Classifier 

 The LIBSVM classifier is one implementation of a Support Vector Machine 

(SVM).[4]  An SVM is a supervised learning technique that uses a training data set to 

construct a model that separates the training data into two distinct classes using a 

hyperplane.  The SVM then predicts which of the two classes a new observation 

belongs to based on where it lies with respect to the hyperplane.   

 The motifs from MERCI are used in the SVM's feature vectors, which represent a 

data point in the LIBSVM tool. For each 10 base template, the dimension of the 



 

corresponding feature vector is equal to the number of discriminative motifs identified by 

MERCI.  For example, if MERCI found the four motifs: (CC_C, CGC, AAT, T_TT), the 

feature vector for the template CCACGTAATC is: ("yes","no","yes","no").  The "yes" and 

"no" entries in the feature vectors correspond to whether or not the motif is present in 

the template.   

 2.3.2 - Classifier Performance 

 The primary measure of performance is accuracy, which is defined as: 

 

         
     

           
 

 

- where "tp", "tn", "fp", and "fn" represent number of true positives, true negatives, false 

positives, and false negatives, respectively.  The confusion matrix shown in Figure 2 

defines tp, tn , fp, and fn.  We used 10-fold cross validation to measure the performance 

of the classifiers.  10-fold cross validation involves separating the data into ten equally 

sized groups and running the classifier ten times, using a different group as a test set 

each time.  The average accuracy and standard deviation of the ten runs are calculated 

and used as measures of classifier performance.  

 Other measures of classifier performance are the "kappa coefficient" and the "F-

measure".  The kappa coefficient essentially measures how well the classifier does 

compared to random guessing.  A kappa coefficient of "0" indicates that the classifier is 

as good as random guessing, while a kappa coefficient of "1", which is the optimal 

value, indicates that the classifier is consistent for all cross-validation folds.  



 

 Similarly, the F-measure is a weighted average of the precision and recall.  A 

high precision value means that the classifier has more relevant results than irrelevant, 

while a high recall value means that the classifier has most of the relevant results.  The 

formula for F-measure is: 

          
   

         
 

- and the optimal value is "1". 

 

 Actual Class 

Bright Dark 

Predicted 

Class 

Bright True Positive False Positive 

Dark False Negative True Negative 

 

Figure 2.  Confusion matrix used to measure the performance of a classifier. 

 

 2.3.3 - Gamma and Cost Parameters for LIBSVM 

   The two major parameters in the LIBSVM algorithm are the "gamma" and "cost" 

parameters.   

 The gamma parameter, γ, is part of the Gaussian radial basis (RBF) kernel in the 

SVM, which maps the data into a higher dimensional space in which the data points are 

linearly separable.  This is illustrated in Figure 3.  The RBF kernel is defined as: 

K(u,v)  =  exp(γ||u - v||2) 



 

- where u and v represent two feature vectors in the original input space.  In other 

words, optimizing γ in the RBF kernel is the same as finding an optimal transformation 

to map the data into a space where it is linearly separable by a hyperplane. 

 

Figure 3.  Illustration of an RBF kernel function in the SVM.  

 The cost parameter is used to penalize the SVM model when an incorrect 

prediction is made.  A high cost value generates a model that contains fewer incorrect 

predictions, while a low cost value generates a model that contains more incorrect 

predictions.  In most applications, it is best to avoid using a high cost value because it 

tends to overfit the hyperplane, which may cause the SVM to fit the training data 

extremely well, but fail to make accurate predictions for new observations. 

 2.3.4 - Attribute Selection 

 Since MERCI identified 328 bright motifs and 340 dark motifs in the study by 

Copp et al., it is very difficult to tell how meaningful such a large number of motifs really 

are and what these motifs are telling us about the rules that govern why certain 

sequences produce very bright AgDNA solutions, with specific colors. The previous 

work by Copp et al did not address these crucial issues.  We will use attribute selection 

to test different approaches for identifying the most important motifs. 



 

 Attribute selection, or feature selection, is the process of picking out an optimal 

subset of features that model the data.  Lowering the number of features in a classifier 

significantly simplifies the model, shortens training time, and reduces overfitting.  

Overfitting typically involves some degree of fitting to the random error that occurs 

within the dataset.  It is therefore important to keep our feature vector large enough so 

that it describes trends in the 10-base templates, yet small enough so that it does not 

become overly complicated. 

 

Chapter 3 - Procedure 

3.1 - Increasing SVM accuracy by Optimizing MERCI parameters 

 The set of discriminative motifs identified by MERCI depends on the threshold 

values used to define "bright" and "dark" templates, and on the Fp and Fn parameters.  

For the threshold, we initially defined bright sequences to be the strands with integrated 

intensities in the top 30% of the entire dataset: the templates that produced the top 204 

solution brightness values amongst the full 684 set of 10-base templates.  Likewise, we 

defined dark sequences to be the strands with integrated intensities in the bottom 30% 

of the dataset.  We will revisit that choice below.  In this section, we focus on the 

inclusion parameters Fp and Fn. 

 If Fp and Fn are poorly chosen, we expect that many of the motifs may not 

actually be particularly discriminative.  We also expect that the inclusion of such "bad" 

motifs in the feature vectors that transfer information to the SVM will result in an optimal 

hyperplane that actually poorly separates the bright and dark templates, which should 

lead to frequent misclassification and low accuracy.  Or, if the values of Fp and Fn are 



 

too stringent, MERCI will "miss" motifs that are actually important, which should also 

degrade accuracy.  To test the effects of varying Fp and Fn on the ability of the SVM to 

classify templates as bright or dark, we ran MERCI for a grid of Fp and Fn values shown 

in Figure 4.  For each (Fp,Fn), the corresponding set of MERCI-identified motifs was 

used to form the feature vectors of motif inclusion for each template. 

 

Figure 4.  Contour plot of cross validation accuracy using a 30% threshold.  The SVM 

accuracy decreases with increasing Fp.   



 

  

Figure 5.  Contour plot of number of motifs for each (Fp, Fn).   

 

Figure 6.  Annotated contour plot of cross validation accuracy using a 30% threshold.  

Region I corresponds to the region with the least discriminative motifs and Region II 

corresponds to the region with the most discriminative motifs. 



 

 Figure 4 is a color map of the SVM accuracy resulting from using these different 

(Fp,Fn) values.  Ideally, high Fp and low Fn parameter values pick out discriminative 

motifs that occur most in the positive class and least in the negative class.  We initially 

expected the SVM accuracy to be greatest for high Fp and low Fn values because 

these parameters produce the most discriminative motifs, which describe unique 

patterns in each of the two classes.  However, the SVM accuracy is greatest when Fp 

and Fn are both small.  This behavior is explained by the color map of the number of 

motifs for each (Fp,Fn), shown in Figure 5.  We see that the number of motifs increases 

with decreasing Fp values and increasing Fn values, which is the least stringent set of 

parameters.  On the other end, the number of motifs decreases with increasing Fp 

values and decreasing Fn values, which is the most stringent set of parameters. Region 

I and Region II in Figure 6 illustrate where the least discriminative and most discriminate 

motifs lie, respectively.  The low Fp and low Fn region (Fp < 5 and Fn < 10) has high 

SVM accuracies because it contains an enormous number of motifs (over 3000), which 

is one factor that may lead to overfitting the SVM.  This overfitting phenomenon 

becomes more extreme as Fn increases in this low Fp region.  We see that for low Fp, 

as Fn increases, SVM accuracy decreases while the number of motifs increases.  This 

suggests that there are an increasing number of irrelevant motifs that degrade the SVM 

accuracy as the number of motifs increases.  Although it is difficult to quantify 

overfitting, using a feature vector with 3000 to 6000 features to describe 684 templates 

is too excessive.    

 Overfitting in the SVM can be observed by examining the variation of the 

accuracies for the different folds.  A 10-fold cross validation accuracy with a high 



 

standard deviation would indicate that the SVM fails to make consistent predictions 

because it overfits the hyperplane to a particular data set, which does not necessarily 

make it a good fit for other data sets.  However, our SVM tool does not output a 

standard deviation for the 10-fold cross validation runs, so we could not investigate the 

variation in the accuracies of different folds.  Instead, we investigated the cross 

validation accuracy vs number of motifs, shown in Figure  7.   There has also been a 

strong suspicion that many of the trends found might be limited to our specific dataset.  

Ideally, we would gather more data to investigate how these trends change, but this 

would also require a large amount of resources.  Instead, we made smaller data sets by 

randomly sampling data from the entire data set, which are labeled as "sampled data" 

and "sampled(2) data" in Figure 7. In each random subset, half of the entire data set 

was sampled, and a (Fp, Fn) parameter sweep was done to acquire information on 

cross validation accuracy vs number of motifs. The random sampling was done to show 

that the effect of the number of motifs on cross validation accuracy remains the same: 

rapid initial increase in accuracy with increasing number of motifs. This is an important 

result because it implies that the size of our dataset is sufficient in capturing trends, and 

if we doubled our original dataset, we would continue to see this trend.  Figure 7 also 

conveys the important information that a severe pruning of the number of motifs does 

not reduce SVM accuracy, indicating that many of the motifs identified using low values 

of Fp and Fn are in fact not relevant.  The high accuracies for low Fp and Fn are 

misleading because the SVM uses a feature vector with 3000 features to classify 684 

templates, an indication of overfitting.   

 



 

 

Figure 7.  Accuracy vs number of motifs. 

  

  We next investigated the threshold intensity for brightness.  Finding a 

relevant intensity threshold to define bright and dark strands will capture a better 

snapshot of the trends in the dataset. The 30% intensity threshold used earlier was 

chosen to have what was considered to be a "large enough" data set for training and 

testing the SVM.   

 



 

 

Figure 8. A plot of peak fluorescence intensities in decreasing order.  

 According to Figure 8, which shows fluorescence intensities in decreasing order, 

the 30% threshold does not capture a clear distinction between bright and dark strands.  

The 30% threshold corresponds to using the 204th brightest strand, which has an 

integrated intensity value of 6.76E+04, as the minimum threshold for bright strands , 

and using the 481st brightest strand, which has an integrated intensity value of 

2.37E+04, as the maximum threshold for dark strands.  Although the 204th brightest 

strand is nearly three times brighter than the 481st brightest strand, their intensities are 

relatively similar compared to the brightest strands.  For this reason, we tightened the 

intensity threshold to be the top and bottom 15% of the data, and ran a sweep across 

Fn and Fp values with the new threshold.  Figure 9 shows cross validation accuracy vs 

number of motifs for the 15% brightness threshold. 

15% 30% 30% 15% 



 

     

 

Figure 9.  SVM accuracy vs number of motifs using a 15% intensity threshold.  SVM 

accuracy increases with increasing number of motifs. 

 

3.2 - Machine Learning Using WEKA 

 We used WEKA to optimize parameters in the LIBSVM tool as well as to search 

for a subset of the most relevant features using the attribute selection tool.  After 

importing the data into WEKA, we ran a sweep across gamma and cost parameter 

values for the LIBSVM classifier.  Contour plots of the percent error and standard 

deviation for different cost and gamma values is shown in Figures 10 and 11, 

respectively.  The ideal cost and gamma parameters have a low percent error and low 

standard deviation.   Fortunately, WEKA includes an analysis tool that compares the 

performance of different runs and ranks them in order from best to worst.  This analysis 



 

uses a student's t-test to rank the statistical significance of each run, taking into 

consideration the cross validation accuracy and standard deviation.  The student's t-test 

results are shown in Figure 12.  The gamma and cost parameters with the greatest 

statistical significance are gamma = 0.002 and cost = 20.  We then compared the 

performance of this parameter set with the default LIBSVM parameters: gamma = 

0.00245 and cost = 1.0, which was not included in the (gamma, cost) sweep.  The 

(gamma = 0.002, cost = 20) parameter set had a cross validation accuracy of 80% with 

a root mean squared error of 0.451, while the default parameter set (0.00245, 1.0) had 

a cross validation accuracy of 82% with a root mean squared error of 0.4201.  Since the 

default (0.00245, 1.0) parameter set gave a higher accuracy and lower root mean 

squared error than the (0.002, 20) parameter set, we chose the default (0.00245, 1.0) 

parameter set to be the optimal parameter set.   

 

Figure 10.  Contour plot of percent error for different cost and gamma parameter values. 



 

 

Figure 11.  Contour plot of standard deviation for different cost and gamma parameter 

values.   

 

Figure 12.  WEKA student's t-test results.  Gamma and cost parameters are ranked 

from greatest statistical significance to least statistical significance. 



 

 

3.3 - Attribute Selection Using WEKA 

 We generated an optimal subset of features within the attribute selection module  

in WEKA.  The classifier subset evaluator, which uses a search method to locate 

features to add to the subset and a classifier to evaluate the performance of each 

subset, was used to perform the attribute selection.  The best-first search method and 

the LIBSVM classifier were used to generate and test subsets until an optimal subset 

was found.  The best-first search method starts with an empty feature vector, and 

systematically adds features (from the old, larger feature vector) to this new feature 

vector if the addition of the new feature increases the performance of the feature vector.  

It stops adding features to the feature vector when it determines that the feature vector 

can no longer be optimized.    

Chapter 4 - Results 

4.1 - Brightness results 

 Using the 30% intensity threshold, the SVM with optimized parameters, gamma = 

0.00245 and cost = 1.0, had a cross validation accuracy of 82%, with 661 motifs.   After 

feature selection, 37 motifs were generated in the subset, and the SVM accuracy 

improved to 89%.   

 We repeated the same procedure for the 15% intensity threshold, using the full 

set of MERCI motifs obtained for the 30% intensity threshold.  The optimized SVM has 

a cross validation accuracy of 85%, with 240 motifs.  After feature selection, 25 motifs 

were generated in the subset, and the SVM accuracy improved to 92%.  The F-



 

measures and kappa values also increased after attribute selection.  These results are 

summarized in Table 1 and Figure 13.   

 In Figure 13, we see that the percent error has been noticeably reduced after 

attribute selection.  For both values of the intensity threshold, we find that using much 

shorter feature vectors, composed only of the 25 (15% threshold) or 37 (30% threshold) 

attribute-selected motifs, gives improved accuracy over the use of the entire 240 (15% 

threshold) or 661 (30% threshold) set of MERCI-identified motifs.  This suggests that 

attribute selection is indeed identifying important motifs better than MERCI alone.  

Therefore these selected motifs may be a better basis for constructing new candidate 

templates than the larger "bright" motif set identified by MERCI. 

 Number of Motifs Cross Validation 

Accuracy 

F-measure Kappa 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

15% 

Threshold 

240 25 85% 92% 0.859 0.922 0.7184 0.8447 

30% 

Threshold 

661 37 82% 89% 0.816 0.892 0.6324 0.7843 

Table 1. A summary of SVM performance before and after feature selection.  The 

number of motifs decreases after feature selection, while accuracy, F-measure, and 

Kappa increase. 



 

 

Figure 13. A comparison of percent error before and after feature selection. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Histogram of average emission wavelengths of templates containing each 

motif for the 30% threshold run. 



 

 

 

Figure 15.  Histogram of average wavelengths of templates containing each motif for 

the 15% threshold run. 

 

 Using the motifs from the 30% and 15% threshold runs, we calculated the 

average emission wavelengths of templates containing each motif.  Figures 14 and 15 

show histograms that compare the average emission wavelengths for different motifs.  

There is no obvious trend in color versus motif composition.  This may be because the 

motifs in the figures were specifically chosen to classify for brightness, not color. 

 We next re-ran MERCI using the 15% brightness threshold, rather than the 30% 

brightness threshold used above, to generate smaller sets of bright and dark motifs to 

use in feature selection for the 15% threshold case.  This reduced the number of 

MERCI-identified bright motifs from 328 (30% threshold) to 112 (15% threshold) and the 

number of dark motifs from 340 (30% threshold) to 129 (15% threshold) 



 

 The motifs from the 30% and 15% brightness threshold runs with the larger set of 

30% brightness MERCI motifs, and the smaller 15% brightness threshold motifs, are 

compared in Table 3.  The smaller, 15% brightness data set produced fewer feature-

selected motifs: 10 brights and 15 darks, versus 18 brights and 19 darks for the 30% 

brightness threshold.  If these results are meaningful, we expect overlap between these 

sets of motifs.  Examining Table 3, we find that 5 out of the 10 attribute-selected bright 

motifs for the 15% threshold also appear in the 18 attribute-selected bright motifs for the 

30% threshold (highlighted yellow).   Three of the other attribute-selected bright motifs 

for the 15% brightness threshold are similar to those for the 30% threshold (blue 

highlight), so very roughly speaking there is ~80% overlap of the bright motifs selected 

for the two thresholds.  It may be that the additional attribute selected motifs in the 30% 

threshold case are also important bright selective motifs that should be retained for 

future strand design approaches.  For the dark motifs, there is considerably less overlap 

between the 15 attribute-selected motifs for the 15% threshold and the 19 attribute-

selected dark motifs for the 30% threshold; however there is good overlap in the sense 

that many of these dark motifs are T-rich, as expected. 

 We next used the similar set of motifs that MERCI identified using the 15% 

brightness threshold for feature selection on the  15% threshold case.  This resulted in a 

smaller number of selected motifs: 7 (rather than 10) bright motifs, and 8 (rather than 

15) dark motifs.  Only one of the 7 bright motifs is common to the other selected bright 

motif sets (Table 3), though 3 others are similar.  The shorter average bright motif (3.7 

bases, versus 4.5-4.6 bases) may indicate that the data set used for motif identification 

by MERCI for the 15% brightness threshold is too small.  However it is interesting that 



 

this more stringent brightness threshold picked up two additional A-rich motifs, AAA and 

CA_A.  It would be interesting to see whether incorporating these motifs into template 

designs for future data sets would improve overall brightness. 

4.2 - Color results 

 To investigate the relationship between red and green AgDNAs, we sorted the 

well plate data by peak wavelength and used the 100 reddest and 100 greenest strands 

in the SVM to classify for red and green templates.  The data included templates from 

the random templates and the designed templates, found by Copp et al to have longer 

average wavelength than the random set.  The maximum emission wavelength in the 

"greenest" class is 572 nm and the minimum emission wavelength in the "reddest" class 

is 670 nm.  The (Fp,Fn) used was (5,5), which found 585 unique motifs: 297 

discriminative red motifs, 280 discriminative green motifs, and 8 motifs that are common 

to both classes.  Using WEKA to optimize the gamma and cost parameters, we found 

the optimal parameters to be the default values: gamma = 0.005 and cost = 1.0.  This 

data set had a 10-fold cross validation accuracy of 71%, with 585 motifs.   After 

performing feature selection using the best-first search method and the LIBSVM 

classifier, 11 motifs were generated in the subset, and the SVM accuracy improved to 

75.5%.  The F-measures and kappa values also increased after attribute selection.  The 

color results are summarized in Table 2.   

 After attribute selection, all of the selected motifs belonged to what MERCI 

determined to be "red" motifs.  These red motifs are listed in Table 3.  Interestingly, 

these are substantially longer than the brightness selected motifs (Table 3): the average 

length is 5.4 bases, versus 4.5-4.6 bases (counting gaps as 1 base).  This may reflect a 



 

correlation between motif length and wavelength (longer motifs for redder colors)We do 

not know why green motifs were not selected, but we see that the red motifs contain an 

abundance of cytosine and guanine bases, which agree with our earlier observation that 

cytosine and guanine bases tend to make templates redder. 

Number of Motifs Cross Validation 

Accuracy 

F-measure Kappa 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

Before 

Feature 

Selection 

After 

Feature 

Selection 

585 11 71 75.5% 0.706 0.75 0.42 0.51 

Table 2.  A summary of SVM performance before and after feature selection.  The 

number of motifs decreases after feature selection, while accuracy, F-measure, and 

Kappa increase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Feature Selected 
Bright Motifs, 15% 

Threshold, with 
MERCI motifs from 

30% threshold  
 

Feature Selected 
Bright Motifs, 30% 

Threshold, 
with MERCI motifs 
from 30% threshold 

 

Feature Selected 
Bright Motifs, 15% 

Threshold, with 
MERCI motifs from 

15% threshold  
 

Feature 
Selected Red 

Motifs  

Length = 4.6 +/- 0.7 
bases 

Length = 4.5 +/- 0.7 
bases 

Length = 3.7 +/- 0.8 
bases 

Length = 5.4 
+/- 1  bases 

CC_C 
C_CC 
GCC 
AGC_G 
G_GCG 
GC_CT 
CGG_G 
AAG_C ** 

AAC_C 
GG_GG 

 

** present in  

 dark set also 

 

CC_C 
C_CC 
GCG 
GCC 

AG_CG 
CA_AG 
CG_GC 
GA_CG 
GGA_A 
TCC_G 
C_CTA 
CGG_A 
GA_AT 
GACT 

AAC_C 
GG_GG 
GCAA 
CGGC 

AAA 
AAC 

CA_A 
C_CC 

 CG_GC 
GAC 

GG_A   

 

AGCG_G 
CCCCG 

CCC_CG 
CCG_CCCC 

CC_GG 
C_CGG 
CT_GC 
GGG_C 
GGGG 
TCC_G 
TC_CG 

 
 

Feature Selected 
Dark Motifs, 15% 
Threshold, with 

MERCI motifs from 
30% threshold  

 

Feature Selected Dark 
Motifs, 30% 

Threshold, with 
MERCI motifs from 

30% threshold 
 

Feature Selected 
Dark Motifs for 15% 

Threshold, with 
MERCI motifs from 

15% threshold  
 

Feature 
Selected 

Green Motifs 

Length = 4.7 +/- 0.6 
bases 

Length = 4.8 +/- 0.6 
bases 

Length = 3.9 +/- 0.6  
bases 

 

AAG_C** 

TT_T 
AT_T 
CTT 
TA_AG 
A_ACT 
T_CAG 
TG_GT 
ACA_T 
GTA_T 
TA_GG 
TTC_G 
C_GTA 
AG_CA 
G_TAA 

T_TT 
A_TT 
TTA 

T_TGG 
TG_TA 
T_GTA 
G_CCT 
A_ATA 
CAC_T 
CA_GT 
TTC_A 
ATAC 

T_CCT 
CT_AA 
GT_AG 
TGA_C 
A_GGT 
TGC_T 
T_ATG 

AA_T  
CA_T 
GTA 
TAA 

TGT_G 
TT_C 
TT_G 
TT_T 

None 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 3.  Table of selected motifs after feature selection. Motifs in yellow are the motifs 
found in all runs.  Motifs in blue are the motifs that look very similar among all runs.   

 
  



 

Chapter Five - Conclusion and Outlook 

 The optimized SVM and attribute selection have been shown to boost SVM 

performance, while reducing the size of the feature vectors for classifying brightness as 

well as color.  We have also used our feature selected motifs to show that cytosine and 

guanine bases tend to make templates redder.  A method to design and test new 

templates is necessary in order to truly understand the effects of the selected motifs on 

fluorescence properties. 

 Now that we have successfully used attribute selection to pick out important 

motifs, we can use MERCI to pick out a larger number of generalized motifs.  These 

generalized motifs could include more than one gap.  The motifs in Table 3 suggest that 

there are more general patterns that MERCI could not catch because it was restricted to 

one-gap motifs.  With the large number of generalized motifs, the attribute selection tool 

should be able to pick out the most relevant ones, and will hopefully tell us more about 

how motifs govern AgDNA spectral features. 

 Another way to boost SVM accuracy is to implement the positional features from 

Copp et al. into the LIBSVM tool in WEKA.  Their study used positional features to 

improve the SVM accuracy by 4%, so it would be interesting to investigate how much 

we can improve the SVM accuracy with positional features in combination with attribute 

selection. 

 Lastly, the use of unsupervised SVMs may discover underlying patterns that we 

had not noticed initially.  An unsupervised SVM works by only looking at the templates 

and clustering them into classes according to their similarities and differences.  Since 

there are many spectral features encoded in the templates, the unsupervised SVM 



 

results may be difficult interpret.  For instance, if the unsupervised SVM separated the 

templates into two classes, we would not know what each of the classes represents.  

The two classes may be separated by bright and dark features, red and green features, 

but also any other pair of features that we have not yet recognized or a mix of these 

different features.  In any case, although an unsupervised SVM may attempt to cluster 

too many different features at once, it may also potentially reveal new patterns that 

further our understanding of AgDNAs. 
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